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Executive Summary

Homework 2: Complete exercises 1.1.9, 1.1.11, 1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.2.4, and 1.6.2. In addition, finish the
AMPL implementation of the Financial Planning problem. For 1.6.2, you should develop the model,
solve the stochastic program, solve the expected value problem and find the value of the stochastic
solution.

Due date: February 23rd midnight anywhere on earth.

Textbook: Introduction to Stochastic Programming, 2nd edition. John R. Birge and Fran cois Louveaux.
Springer.

1.1.9

If prices are also random variables, the news vendor’s problem becomes more complicated. However,
if prices and demands are independent random variables, show that the solution of the news vendor’s
problem is the one obtained before, where q and r are replaced by their expected values. Indicate
under which conditions the same proposition is true for the farmer’s problem.

Model for the News Vendor Problem

Decision Variables:
x: Number of newspapers bought from publisher.
y: Number of newspapers sold to customers.
w: Number of newspapers sold to publisher.
Q: EξQ(x, ξ)
Q(x, ξ): min−qy(ξ)− rw(ξ)

s.t. y(ξ) ≤ ξ
y(ξ) + w(ξ) ≤ x
y(ξ), w(ξ) ≥ 0

Parameters:
u: Upperbound on number of newspapers available for purchase.
c: Cost of purchasing newspaper from vendor.
q: Selling price of newspapers to customers.
r: Selling price of newspapers to vendor.
d: Demand of newspapers.

min cx+ Q(x)

0 ≤ x ≤ u
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We can rewrite Q(x) = EξQ(x, ξ). If q and r are predetermined, then we have the following

Qξ(x, ξ) =

x∫
−∞

(−qξ − r(x− ξ))dF (ξ) +

−∞∫
x

−qxdF (ξ)

=

x∫
−∞

(−qξ − rx+ rξ)dF (ξ) +

−∞∫
x

−qxdF (ξ)

=

x∫
−∞

(−qξdF (ξ)−
x∫

−∞

rxdF (ξ) +

x∫
−∞

rξdF (ξ) +

−∞∫
x

−qxdF (ξ)

= (−q + r)

x∫
−∞

ξdF (ξ)− rx
x∫

−∞

dF (ξ)− qx
∞∫
x

dF (ξ)

We also know that if the random variable ξ is a discrete with CDF F (t) and possible values
v ∈ V , then

∞∫
−∞

g(t)dF (t) =
∑
i∈V

g(i)pξ(i) = Eξ(g(ξ))

Now, we can examine the implications on the Q(x) function if r and q are independent random
variables.

Qξ(x, ξ) =

x∫
−∞

(−qξ − r(x− ξ))dF (ξ) +

−∞∫
x

−qxdF (ξ)

=

x∫
−∞

(−qξ − rx+ rξ)dF (ξ) +

−∞∫
x

−qxdF (ξ)

=

x∫
−∞

(−qξdF (ξ)−
x∫

−∞

rxdF (ξ) +

x∫
−∞

rξdF (ξ) +

−∞∫
x

−qxdF (ξ)

= −E(q)

x∫
−∞

(ξdF (ξ)−
x∫

−∞

rxdF (ξ) + E(r)

x∫
−∞

rξdF (ξ) +

−∞∫
x

−qxdF (ξ)

= (−E(q) + E(r))

x∫
−∞

ξdF (ξ)− rx
x∫

−∞

dF (ξ)− qx
∞∫
x

dF (ξ)

= E(−q + r)

x∫
−∞

ξdF (ξ)− rx
x∫

−∞

dF (ξ)− qx
∞∫
x

dF (ξ)
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The final step is due to the linearity of expectations of independent random variables. We see
therefore see that making the variables q and r independent random variables doesn’t have an effect
on the optimal solution of the news vendor problem since the expected values are still scalars.

This is only true in all circumstances for the News Vendor Problem. In the Farmer’s Problem,
this is true only under certain conditions. Let us examine what happens in the Farmer’s Problem
if the purchase and sales prices are random variables as opposed to deterministic variables. Recall
that the general model formulation is as follows

min cTx+ Q(x)

s.t. Ax = b

x ≥ 0

where Q(x) = EξQ(x, ξ) is the value recourse function. The expected value of the second stage for
a crop i can be expressed using this function.

Qi(xi) = EξQi(xi, ξi)

= −

qi
xi∫
li

pi,1txif(t)dt−
ui∫

qi
xi

(qi ∗ pi,1 + pi,2txi − qi ∗ pi,2)f(t)dt

= −pi,1

qi
xi∫
li

txif(t)dt− qi ∗ pi,1

ui∫
qi
xi

dt+ pi,2

ui∫
qi
xi

txidt− qi ∗ pi,2

ui∫
qi
xi

f(t)dt

The following is a summary of the parameters and variables used in Qi(xi).

Parameters and Variables

ti(ξ): Random value of yield for crop i.
li: Lower bound on possible values of ti(ξ).
ui: Upper bound on possible values of ti(ξ).
qi: Quota for limit for pi,1 of crop i, if applicable.
pi,1: Selling price of crop i up to qi.
pi,2: Selling price of crop i after qi.
xi: Acres devoted to growing crop i.
f(t): Density of the random yield ti(ξ).

As before, we can once again examine the implications on the Qi(x) function if the prices (pi,1
and pi,2) are random variables.
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Qi(xi) = EξQi(xi, ξi)

= −

qi
xi∫
li

pi,1txif(t)dt−
ui∫

qi
xi

(qi ∗ pi,1 + pi,2txi − qi ∗ pi,2)f(t)dt

= −E(pi,1)

qi
xi∫
li

txif(t)dt− qi ∗ E(pi,1)

ui∫
qi
xi

dt+ E(pi,2)

ui∫
qi
xi

txidt− qi ∗ E(pi,2)

ui∫
qi
xi

f(t)dt

We see that the solution will remain the same so long as the relationship between pi,1 and pi,2
remains the same. That is, so long as pi,1 ≥ pi,2 the solution will remain the same. Otherwise,
the solution will change as the signs will change in the recourse function which would change the
optimal solution.

1.1.11

Suppose c = 10, q = 25, r = 5, and demand is uniform on [50, 150]. Find the optimal solution of
the news vendor problem. Also, find the optimal solution of the deterministic model obtained by
assuming a demand of 100. What is the value of the stochastic solution?

Stochastic Problem We know that for the stochastic problem, the optimal solution is given by

optimal x =


x∗ = 0 if q−c

q−r < F (0)

x∗ = u if q−c
q−r > F (u)

x∗ = F−1
(
q−c
q−r

)
otherwise,

Given that c = 10, q = 25, r = 5, and demand is uniform on [50, 150], we have

q − c
q − r

=
25− 10

25− 5

=
15

20

=
3

4

We know that u is the upper bound on the number of papers we can buy. This u is usually
either the maximum number of papers the vendor can afford or the maximum number of papers
available for purchase. In this case, we can consider that u is the maximum demand, which is 150.
Since our demand u is U ∼ (50, 150),

F (u) =
u− 50

150− 50
=
u− 50

100

.
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Therfore, we have

optimal x =


x∗ = 0 if 3

4 <
1
2

x∗ = u if 3
4 > 1

x∗ = F−1
(
3
4

)
otherwise,

Therefore, we know that our optimal solution x∗ = F−1(34).

Since F−1(x) = 100∗x+50, x∗(34) = 125 and our news vendor should purchase 125 newspapers.

We know that our objective function is cx+ Q(x) where Q(x) = −qx+ (q − r)
x∫
−∞

F (ξ)dξ.

Q(x) = −qx+ (q − r)
x∫

−∞

F (ξ)dξ

= −25x+ (25− 5)

x∫
−∞

ξ − 50

150− 100
dξ

= −25x+ (20)

x∫
50

ξ − 50

50
dξ

= −25x+ (20)
(x− 50)2

200
= −25x+ (0.10)× (x− 50)2

Remember, our objective function is as follows

cx+ Q(x) = cx− 25x+ (0.10) ∗ (x− 50)2

= 10 ∗ 125− 25 ∗ 125 + (0.1) ∗ (125− 50)2

= 10 ∗ 125− 2562.5

= −1312.5

Deterministic Problem In our deterministic problem, we have that c = 10, q = 25, r = 5, and
demand is assumed to be 100, which is the expected value of the uniform random variable demand
from the stochastic problem.

Given that we have a set demand, we would purchase 100 papers. Now, we need to determine
what our cost would be given that we buy 100 papers.

Now, we must determine the expected cost of the deterministic function.

cx+ Q(x) = cx− 25x+ (0.10) ∗ (x− 50)2

= 10 ∗ 100− 25 ∗ 100 + (0.10) ∗ (100− 50)2

= −1250
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Value of the Stochastic Solution The value of the stochastic solution is simply the difference
between the stochastic solution and the deterministic solution.

−1312.5− 1250 = −62.5

We know that since we are minimizing, we would like to see our objective function decrease,
which is what we see. Therefore, we can conclude that our stochastic solution results in an increase
of profit of $62.5.

1.2.1

Suppose you consider just a five-year planning horizon. Choose an appropriate target and solve
over this horizon with a single first-period decision.

If we want to utilize a five year planning horizon, then we know that the number of periods
must be 5. Now, in order to select an appropriate target (goal), we should select a goal that is
larger than the goal for a three year planning horizon. In this case, we have elected to utilize a goal
of 105, 000.

After updating the AMPL Data file to reflect the correct number of periods and goal, we found
an optimal objective value of −16, 688.77. While this is less than the optimal objective value for
our initial conditions, it is a reasonable expected profit. If we wished to increase our expected profit
with these new conditions, it would be wise to increase our starting investment.

The modified AMPL Data, and Output are available for review in Appendix A on page 12.

1.2.2

Suppose you implement a buy-and-hold strategy and make a single investment decision without any
additional trading until the end of the time horizon. Formulate and solve this problem to determine
an optimal allocation.

In order to implement a buy-and-hold strategy, we must ensure that not only are all period 1
investments the same, but all subsequent investments represent only the investment compounded
with interest. Therefore, we must add the following constraint to our AMPL model.

xi,t+1,s = xi,t,s ∗Ri,Y T (s), ∀i ∈ IT, t ∈ 1..|P | − 1, s ∈ SS

This ensures that the investment in period t + 1 is simply the investment from t compounded
with interest(returns).

After updating the AMPL Model appropriately, we see that the addition of this constraint
results in a modified optimal objective value of −3181.79 and corresponding period 1 solution of
investing everything in bonds. The AMPL Model, AMPL Data, and Output are available for review
in Appendix B on page 14.

1.2.3

Suppose that goal G is also a random parameter and could be $75, 000 or $85, 000 with equal prob-
abilities. Formulate and solve this problem. Compare this solution to the solution for the problem
with a known target.

In order to correctly formulate this problem, we must alter the parameter ’Goal’ so that it has
values for each possibility. This is accomplished by indexing over a new set ’GoalType’ which is
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equal to ’low’ and ’high’. Then, we must create another probability parameter that contains the
probabilities of each ’GoalType’. The AMPL Model and Data files are altered to accommodate
these changes.

Then any constraints which pertain to ’Goal’ must be altered. In this case, there is only the
’GoalMet’ constraint. Since the goal is assigned during period 1 and does not change over time,
we can accommodate the random parameter by considering the expected value. That is to say, we
want

E(Goal) =
∑

g∈GoalType
Prob(g) ∗Goal(g)

= .5 ∗ 75000 + .5 ∗ 85000

= 80000

We then modify the ’GoalMet’ constraint to meet this expectation. Since the expected value of
80000 is also the original goal, our optimal solution doesn’t change and the optimal objective value
remains −1514.08. The AMPL Model, Data, and Output are available for review in Appendix C
on page 16.

1.2.4

Suppose that every trade (purchase or sale) of an asset involves a transaction cost that is equal to
1% of the amount traded. Re-formulate the problem with this transaction cost and solve for the
optimal solution.

If we are to accommodate the addition of transaction costs to our formulation, we must first
consider what a ’trade’ entails. Let us say that a ’trade’ occurs when a transactions occurs, i.e.
when something is bought or sold. Therefore, we will introduce two new variables ’buy’ and ’buy’
that are indexed over the sets ProductTypes, Periods, and ScenarioSpace. This will allow us to
keep track of when trades occur.

Next, we will introduce a new parameter, tcost = .01 which we will utilize to assess the penalty
on trades. Therefore, when a ’bought’ trade occurs, we will assess the penalty by multiplying the
amount bought by (1− tcost). This results in a 1% penalty on the amount invested. When a ’sold’
trade occurs, we will also assess the penalty by multiplying the amount sold by (1− tcost).

We also introduce three new constraints: per-period transcation costs, buy-sell, and available
investment amount. The first constraint is as follows∑

i ∈ ITxi,t,s =
∑

i ∈ ITRi,t−1,s ∗ xi,t−1,s + (1− t) ∗ (buyi,t−1,s − selli,t−1,s), ∀s ∈ SS, t ∈ P

This per-period constraint ensures that transaction costs are paid for any trade. Next, we have
the buy-sell constraint.

buyi,t,s − selli,t,s = 0, ∀i ∈ IT, s ∈ SS, t ∈ P

This ensures that the amount we buy of one investment type each period is the amount we
sell of the other investment type this period (i.e., we don’t remove any money from the system
prematurely). Finally, we added the Available investment constraint.

xi,t,s = Ri,t−1,s ∗ xi,−1,s,∀i ∈ IT, s ∈ SS, t ∈ P
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This addition ensures that the amount we invest next period is equal to the amount we invested
the previous period + the return of the previous period.

Implementing this scenario, we receive a new optimal objective function value of −5190.89.
This is a large decrease over the model with no transaction costs. This tells us that with even
a small transaction cost, we become reticent to engage in trading behaviour. he AMPL Model,
AMPL Data, and Output are available for review in Appendix D on page 18.

1.6.2

For the following problem: Develop the model, solve the stochastic program, solve the expected value
problem, and find the value of the stochastic solution.

Tomatoes Inc. (TI) produces tomato paste, ketchup, and salsa from four resources: labor,
tomatoes, sugar, and spices. Each box of the tomato paste requires 0.5 labor hours., 1.0 crate of
tomatoes, no sugar, and 0.25 can of spice. A ketchup box requires 0.8 labor hours, 0.5 crate of
tomatoes, 0.5 sacks of sugar, and 1.0 can of spice. A salsa box requires 1.0 labor hour, 0.5 crate of
tomatoes, 1.0 sack of sugar, and 3.0 cans of spice.

The company is deciding production for the next three periods. It is restricted to using 200 hours
of labor, 250 crates of tomatoes, 300 sacks of sugar, and 100 cans of spices in each period at regular
rates. The company can, however, pay for additional resources at a cost of 2.0 per labor hour, 0.5
per tomato crate, 1.0 per sugar sack, and 1.0 per spice can. The regular production costs for each
product are 1.0 for tomato paste, 1.5 for ketchup, and 2.5 for salsa.

Demand is not known with certainty until after the products are made in each period. TI
forecasts that in each period, two possibilities are equally likely, corresponding to a good or bad
economy. In the good case, 200 boxes of tomato paste, 40 boxes of ketchup, and 20 boxes of salsa
can be sold. In the bad case, these values are reduced to 100, 30, and 5, respectively. Any surplus
production is stored at costs of 0.5, 0.25, and 0.2 per box for tomato paste, ketchup, and salsa,
respectively. TI also considers unmet demand important and assigns costs of 2.0, 3.0, and 6.0
per box for tomato paste, ketchup, and salsa, respectively, for any demand that is not met in each
period.
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a.) Develop the model formulation for the problem.

Model for the Tomatoes Inc. Problem

Decision Variables:

xi,t,s Amount of i produced in t for s
yi,t,s Surplus production of i in t for s
wi,t,s Shortage production of i in t for s
zc,t,s Additional amount of c needed in t for s

Parameters and Sets:

Y T Ordered set of types of years.
PT Set of types of products sold.
C Set of components required for production
CT Set of types of costs incurred
NP Number of periods
P (Y T ) Probability of each year type occurring
Di,j Demand of product i for year type j
Ri,c Amount of c required to produce i
Ac Availability of component c
Ec Cost of extra c above availability
PCi Cost of producing i
HCi Cost of holding i for one period
UCi Costs of not meeting demand for i
NY T Number of year types
S Set of scenario space
P Set of periods
P (s) Probability of each scenario
Y Tt, s Year type of scenario s in t
S′t,s Set of scenarios that share the same scenario type at t

min
∑
i∈PT

∑
t∈P

∑
s∈S

PCi ∗ xi,t,s +HCi ∗ yi,t,s + UCi ∗ wi,t,s) +
∑
c∈C

∑
t∈P

∑
s∈S

Ec ∗ zc,t,s

s.t. xi,1,s − yi,1,s + wi,1,s = Di,Y Tt,s ,∀i ∈ P, s ∈ S
xi,t,s − yi,t,s + wi,t,s = Di,Y Tt,s , ∀i ∈ P, t ∈ 2..NP, s ∈ S
Ri,c ∗ xi,t,s − zc,t,s <= Ac,∀i ∈ P, s ∈ S, c ∈ C
xi,t,s − xi,t,u = 0, ∀i ∈ PT, t ∈ P, s ∈ S, u ∈ S′t,s
x, y, w, z ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ PT, t ∈ P, s ∈ S, c ∈ C

b.) Solve the Stochastic program.
The model from part a.) was formulated into AMPL. The optimal objective value (minimum

cost of production) is 882.81. The solution set, AMPL Model, AMPL Code, and AMPL output
are available in Appendix E.1 on page 19.
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c.) Solve the expected value program.
We can solve the expected value problem by first determining what the solution to model would

be if we solved our original model using the expected value of demand for demand.

E(Demand) =
∑

y ∈ YT

P(y) ∗Demand(i, y),∀i ∈ P

This results in the following expected demands.

Product Type E(Demand)

Tomato Paste 150
Ketchup 35
Salsa 13

We can enter these demands into our existing AMPL data file to solve for the appropriate
solution. This gives us the following production in each period.

Product Type Production

Tomato Paste 150
Ketchup 35
Salsa 13

We can now modify our AMPL Model and AMPL data files and set the production variable to
a parameter with the above solution. The modified files are available in Appendix E.2 on page 22.
These modifications give us an optimal value (minimal cost) for the expected demand of 958.54.

d.) Find the value of the stochastic solution.
We can calculate the value of the stochastic solution by subtracting the optimal objective value

for the stochastic model from the optimal objected value of the expected value problem.

V SS = 958.54− 882.81

= 75.73

This is a positive value since we are attempting to minimize cost. Meaning, the stochastic
solution results in a savings of 75.73.

AMPL Implementation of Financial Planning Problem

Finish the AMPL implementation of the Financial Planning problem.
The following is the full implementation for the Financial Planning problem.
AMPL Model:

set InvestmentType;

set YearType ordered;

param NrOfPeriods;

param NrOfYearTypes := card( YearType );

param Return{ InvestmentType, YearType };
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param Probability{ YearType } >= 0, <= 1;

param Goal;

param StartCapital;

param value;

param penalty;

set Period := 1..NrOfPeriods;

set ScenarioSpace := 0 .. NrOfYearTypes ** NrOfPeriods - 1;

param YearT{ t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace } :=

(( s div NrOfYearTypes ** (t-1) ) mod NrOfYearTypes) + 1;

param SPrime{ t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace } :=

(s+NrOfYearTypes^(t-1)) mod card(ScenarioSpace) ;

var investment{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var above_goal{s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var below_goal{s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

maximize Expected_Profit:

sum{s in ScenarioSpace}.125*(value*above_goal[s]-penalty*below_goal[s]);

subject to First_Stage_Decision{s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,1,s] = StartCapital;

subject to Second_Stage_Decision{t in 2..NrOfPeriods,s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}Return[i,member(YearT[t-1,s],YearType)]*investment[i,t-1,s]

= sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,t,s];

subject to GoalMet{s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}(Return[i,member(YearT[NrOfPeriods,s],YearType)]*investment[i,NrOfPeriods,s])

- above_goal[s] + below_goal[s] = Goal;

subject to Non_Anticipatory{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace}:

investment[i,t,s] - investment[i,t, SPrime[t,s]]= 0;

AMPL Data:

param NrOfPeriods = 3;

set YearType = good bad;

set InvestmentType = stock bonds;

param Return : good bad :=

stock 1.25 1.06

bonds 1.14 1.12;

param Probability :=

good .5

bad .5;

param Goal = 80000;

param StartCapital = 55000;

param value = 1;

param penalty = 4;

AMPL Output:

Gurobi 5.6.3: optimal solution; objective -1514.084643

26 simplex iterations
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ampl: display investment;

investment [bonds,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 13520.7 2168.14 0

1 13520.7 22368 71428.6

2 13520.7 2168.14 71428.6

3 13520.7 22368 0

4 13520.7 2168.14 0

5 13520.7 22368 71428.6

6 13520.7 2168.14 71428.6

7 13520.7 22368 0

[stock,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 41479.3 65094.6 83839.9

1 41479.3 36743.2 0

2 41479.3 65094.6 0

3 41479.3 36743.2 64000

4 41479.3 65094.6 83839.9

5 41479.3 36743.2 0

6 41479.3 65094.6 0

7 41479.3 36743.2 64000

;

A 1.2.1

AMPL Data:

param NrOfPeriods = 5;

set YearType = good bad;

set InvestmentType = stock bonds;

param Return : good bad :=

stock 1.25 1.06

bonds 1.14 1.12;

param Probability :=

good .5

bad .5;

param Goal = 105000;

param StartCapital = 55000;

param value = 1;

param penalty = 4;

AMPL Output:

Gurobi 6.0.0: optimal solution; objective -16688.77032

122 simplex iterations

ampl: display investment;

investment [bonds,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 4 5 :=

0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 4480.1 18494 0 0
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2 0 0 24094.1 0 0

3 0 4480.1 0 29358 93750

4 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 4480.1 18494 32213.2 93750

6 0 0 24094.1 41967.6 93750

7 0 4480.1 0 0 0

8 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 4480.1 18494 0 93750

10 0 0 24094.1 0 93750

11 0 4480.1 0 29358 0

12 0 0 0 0 44117.7

13 0 4480.1 18494 32213.2 4973.16

14 0 0 24094.1 41967.6 21963.5

15 0 4480.1 0 0 0

16 0 0 0 0 0

17 0 4480.1 18494 0 0

18 0 0 24094.1 0 0

19 0 4480.1 0 29358 93750

20 0 0 0 0 0

21 0 4480.1 18494 32213.2 93750

22 0 0 24094.1 41967.6 93750

23 0 4480.1 0 0 0

24 0 0 0 0 0

25 0 4480.1 18494 0 93750

26 0 0 24094.1 0 93750

27 0 4480.1 0 29358 0

28 0 0 0 0 44117.7

29 0 4480.1 18494 32213.2 4973.16

30 0 0 24094.1 41967.6 21963.5

31 0 4480.1 0 0 0

[stock,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 4 5 :=

0 55000 68750 85937.5 107422 134277

1 55000 53819.9 53888.2 88443.4 110554

2 55000 68750 48780.9 88443.4 110554

3 55000 53819.9 62066.8 48225.5 0

4 55000 68750 85937.5 91093.8 113867

5 55000 53819.9 53888.2 45621.6 0

6 55000 68750 48780.9 36725.6 0

7 55000 53819.9 62066.8 65790.8 82238.5

8 55000 68750 85937.5 107422 113867

9 55000 53819.9 53888.2 88443.4 0

10 55000 68750 48780.9 88443.4 0

11 55000 53819.9 62066.8 48225.5 84000

12 55000 68750 85937.5 91093.8 52441.7

13 55000 53819.9 53888.2 45621.6 79464.5

14 55000 68750 48780.9 36725.6 63969.3

15 55000 53819.9 62066.8 65790.8 69738.3

16 55000 68750 85937.5 107422 134277

17 55000 53819.9 53888.2 88443.4 110554
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18 55000 68750 48780.9 88443.4 110554

19 55000 53819.9 62066.8 48225.5 0

20 55000 68750 85937.5 91093.8 113867

21 55000 53819.9 53888.2 45621.6 0

22 55000 68750 48780.9 36725.6 0

23 55000 53819.9 62066.8 65790.8 82238.5

24 55000 68750 85937.5 107422 113867

25 55000 53819.9 53888.2 88443.4 0

26 55000 68750 48780.9 88443.4 0

27 55000 53819.9 62066.8 48225.5 84000

28 55000 68750 85937.5 91093.8 52441.7

29 55000 53819.9 53888.2 45621.6 79464.5

30 55000 68750 48780.9 36725.6 63969.3

31 55000 53819.9 62066.8 65790.8 69738.3

;

B 1.2.2

AMPL Model:

set InvestmentType;

set YearType ordered;

param NrOfPeriods;

param NrOfYearTypes := card( YearType );

param Return{ InvestmentType, YearType };

param Probability{ YearType } >= 0, <= 1;

param Goal;

param StartCapital;

param value;

param penalty;

set Period := 1..NrOfPeriods;

set ScenarioSpace :=

0 .. NrOfYearTypes ** NrOfPeriods - 1;

param YearT{ t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace } :=

(( s div NrOfYearTypes ** (t-1) ) mod NrOfYearTypes) + 1;

param SPrime{ t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace } :=

(s+NrOfYearTypes^(t-1)) mod card(ScenarioSpace) ;

var investment{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var above_goal{s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var below_goal{s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

maximize Expected_Profit:

sum{s in ScenarioSpace}.125*(value*above_goal[s]-penalty*below_goal[s]);

subject to

First_Stage_Decision{s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,1,s] = StartCapital;
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Second_Stage_Decision{t in 2..NrOfPeriods,s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}Return[i,member(YearT[t-1,s],YearType)]*investment[i,t-1,s]

= sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,t,s];

GoalMet{s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}(Return[i,member(YearT[NrOfPeriods,s],YearType)]*investment[i,NrOfPeriods,s])

- above_goal[s] + below_goal[s] = Goal;

Non_Anticipatory{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace}:

investment[i,t,s] - investment[i,t, SPrime[t,s]]= 0;

Buy_and_Hold{i in InvestmentType, t in 1..NrOfPeriods - 1, s in ScenarioSpace}:

investment[i,t+1,s] = investment[i,t,s]*Return[i,member(YearT[t,s],YearType)];

AMPL Data:

param NrOfPeriods = 3;

set YearType = good bad;

set InvestmentType = stock bonds;

param Return : good bad :=

stock 1.25 1.06

bonds 1.14 1.12;

param Probability :=

good .5

bad .5;

param Goal = 80000;

param StartCapital = 55000;

param value = 1;

param penalty = 4;

AMPL Output:

Gurobi 6.0.0: optimal solution; objective -3181.785

ampl: display investment;

investment [bonds,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 55000 62700 71478

1 55000 61600 70224

2 55000 62700 70224

3 55000 61600 68992

4 55000 62700 71478

5 55000 61600 70224

6 55000 62700 70224

7 55000 61600 68992

[stock,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

2 0 0 0

3 0 0 0

4 0 0 0
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5 0 0 0

6 0 0 0

7 0 0 0

;

C 1.2.3

AMPL Model:

set InvestmentType;

set YearType ordered;

set GoalType;

param NrOfPeriods;

param NrOfYearTypes := card(YearType);

param Return{InvestmentType, YearType};

param Probability{YearType} >= 0, <= 1;

param Goal{GoalType};

param StartCapital;

param value;

param penalty;

set Period := 1..NrOfPeriods;

set ScenarioSpace := 0 .. NrOfYearTypes ** NrOfPeriods - 1;

param YearT{t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace} :=

((s div NrOfYearTypes ** (t-1)) mod NrOfYearTypes) + 1;

param SPrime{t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace} :=

(s+NrOfYearTypes^(t-1)) mod 8;

param PG;

param PS = 1/card(ScenarioSpace);

var investment{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var above_goal{s in ScenarioSpace, g in GoalType} >= 0;

var below_goal{s in ScenarioSpace, g in GoalType} >= 0;

maximize Expected_Profit:

sum{s in ScenarioSpace, g in GoalType}PS*PG*(value*above_goal[s,g]-penalty*below_goal[s,g]);

subject to

First_Stage_Decision{s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,1,s] = StartCapital;

Second_Stage_Decision{t in 2..NrOfPeriods,s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}Return[i,member(YearT[t-1,s],YearType)]*investment[i,t-1,s]

= sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,t,s];

GoalMet{s in ScenarioSpace, g in GoalType}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}(Return[i,member(YearT[NrOfPeriods,s],YearType)]*investment[i,NrOfPeriods,s])

- above_goal[s,g] + below_goal[s,g] = Goal[g];
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Non_Anticipatory{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace}:

investment[i,t,s] - investment[i,t, SPrime[t,s]]= 0;

AMPL Data:

set YearType = good bad;

set GoalType = low high;

set InvestmentType = stock bonds;

param Return : good bad :=

stock 1.25 1.06

bonds 1.14 1.12;

param Probability :=

good .5

bad .5;

param PG = .5;

param Goal :=

low 75000

high 85000;

param StartCapital = 55000;

param value = 1;

param penalty = 4;

param NrOfPeriods = 3;

AMPL Output:

Gurobi 6.0.0: optimal solution; objective -4472.960618

37 simplex iterations

ampl: display investment;

investment [bonds,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 0 28106.7 0

1 0 0 55397.7

2 0 28106.7 74561.4

3 0 0 0

4 0 28106.7 0

5 0 0 55397.7

6 0 28106.7 74561.4

7 0 0 0

[stock,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 55000 40643.3 82845.8

1 55000 58300 17477.3

2 55000 40643.3 0

3 55000 58300 61798

4 55000 40643.3 82845.8

5 55000 58300 17477.3

6 55000 40643.3 0

7 55000 58300 61798

;
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D 1.2.4

AMPL Model:

set InvestmentType;

set YearType ordered;

param NrOfPeriods;

param NrOfYearTypes := card( YearType );

param Return{ InvestmentType, YearType };

param Probability{ YearType } >= 0, <= 1;

param Goal;

param StartCapital;

param value;

param penalty;

param tcost;

set Period := 1..NrOfPeriods;

set ScenarioSpace := 0 .. NrOfYearTypes ** NrOfPeriods - 1;

param YearT{ t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace } := (( s div NrOfYearTypes ** (t-1) ) mod NrOfYearTypes) + 1;

param SPrime{ t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace } := (s+NrOfYearTypes^(t-1)) mod 8;

var investment{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var above_goal{s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var below_goal{s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var buy{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

var sell{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace} >= 0;

maximize Expected_Profit: sum{s in ScenarioSpace}.125*(value*above_goal[s]-penalty*below_goal[s]);

subject to

First_Stage_Decision{s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,1,s] = (1-tcost)*StartCapital;

Second_Stage_Decision{t in 2..NrOfPeriods,s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}Return[i,member(YearT[t-1,s],YearType)]*investment[i,t-1,s]

= sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,t,s] ;

GoalMet{s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}(Return[i,member(YearT[NrOfPeriods,s],YearType)]*investment[i,NrOfPeriods,s])

- above_goal[s] + below_goal[s] = Goal;

Non_Anticipatory{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace}:

investment[i,t,s] - investment[i,t, SPrime[t,s]]= 0;

PerPeriod_TCosts{t in 2..NrOfPeriods-1, s in ScenarioSpace}:

sum{i in InvestmentType}investment[i,t,s]

= sum{i in InvestmentType}(Return[i,member(YearT[t-1,s],YearType)]*investment[i,t-1,s]

+ (1-tcost)*buy[i,t-1,s] - (1-tcost)*sell[i,t-1,s]);

BuySell{i in InvestmentType, t in Period, s in ScenarioSpace}:
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buy[i,t,s] - sell[i,t,s] = 0;

Available_InvestmentAmount{i in InvestmentType,t in 2..NrOfPeriods, s in ScenarioSpace}:

investment[i,t,s] = Return[i,member(YearT[t-1,s],YearType)]*investment[i,t-1,s];

AMPL Data:

param NrOfPeriods = 3;

set YearType = good bad;

set InvestmentType = stock bonds;

param Return : good bad :=

stock 1.25 1.06

bonds 1.14 1.12;

param Probability :=

good .5

bad .5;

param Goal = 80000;

param StartCapital = 55000;

param value = 1;

param penalty = 4;

param tcost = .01;

AMPL Output:

Gurobi 6.0.0: optimal solution; objective -5190.886836

4 simplex iterations

ampl: display investment;

investment [bonds,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 50737 57840.2 65937.8

1 50737 56825.4 64781

2 50737 57840.2 64781

3 50737 56825.4 63644.5

4 50737 57840.2 65937.8

5 50737 56825.4 64781

6 50737 57840.2 64781

7 50737 56825.4 63644.5

[stock,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 3713.01 4641.26 5801.58

1 3713.01 3935.79 4919.74

2 3713.01 4641.26 4919.74

3 3713.01 3935.79 4171.94

4 3713.01 4641.26 5801.58

5 3713.01 3935.79 4919.74

6 3713.01 4641.26 4919.74

7 3713.01 3935.79 4171.94

;

E 1.6.2
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E.1 AMPL Model:

set YearType ordered;

set ProductType;

set Components;

set CostType;

param NrOfPeriods;

param ProbabilityYearType{YearType};

param Demand{ProductType, YearType};

param Required{ProductType, Components};

param Available{Components};

param Extra{Components};

param ProdCosts{ProductType};

param HoldCosts{ProductType};

param UnmetCosts{ProductType};

param NrOfYearTypes := card(YearType);

set Scenarios := 0 .. NrOfYearTypes ** NrOfPeriods - 1;

set Periods := 1..NrOfPeriods;

param PScenario{s in Scenarios} := 1/(card(YearType)^(NrOfPeriods));

param YearT{t in Periods, s in Scenarios} :=

((s div NrOfYearTypes ** (t-1)) mod NrOfYearTypes) + 1;

param SPrime{t in Periods, s in Scenarios} := (s+NrOfYearTypes^(t-1)) mod card(Scenarios);

var production{i in ProductType, t in Periods,s in Scenarios}>=0;

var surplus{i in ProductType, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}>=0;

var shortage{i in ProductType, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}>=0;

var additional{c in Components, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}>=0;

minimize Total_Costs:

sum{i in ProductType,t in Periods, s in Scenarios}

PScenario[s]*(ProdCosts[i]*production[i,t,s] + HoldCosts[i]*surplus[i,t,s] + UnmetCosts[i]*shortage[i,t,s])

+ sum{c in Components, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}PScenario[s]*(Extra[c]*additional[c,t,s]);

subject to Starting_Production{i in ProductType, s in Scenarios}:

(production[i,1,s] - surplus[i,1,s] + shortage[i,1,s]

- Demand[i,member(YearT[1,s], YearType)]) = 0 ;

subject to Product_Demand{i in ProductType, t in 2..NrOfPeriods, s in Scenarios}:

(production[i,t,s] - surplus[i,t,s] + shortage[i,t,s]

- Demand[i,member(YearT[t,s], YearType)] + surplus[i,t-1,s]) = 0 ;

subject to Requirements_Restrictions{t in Periods, s in Scenarios, c in Components}:

sum{i in ProductType}Required[i,c]*production[i,t,s] - additional[c,t,s] <= Available[c];

subject to Non_Anticipatory{i in ProductType, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}:

production[i,t,s] - production[i,t, SPrime[t,s]]= 0;

AMPL Data:
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set YearType = good bad;

set ProductType = paste ketchup salsa;

set Components = labor tomatoes sugar spice;

param NrOfPeriods = 3;

param ProbabilityYearType :=

good .5

bad .5;

param Demand: good bad :=

paste 200 100

ketchup 40 30

salsa 20 5;

param Required: labor tomatoes sugar spice :=

paste 0.5 1.0 0 0.25

ketchup 0.8 0.5 0.5 1.0

salsa 1.0 0.5 1.0 3.0;

param Available:=

labor 200

tomatoes 250

sugar 300

spice 100;

param Extra:=

labor 2.0

tomatoes 0.5

sugar 1.0

spice 1.0;

param ProdCosts:=

paste 1.0

ketchup 1.5

salsa 2.5;

param HoldCosts:=

paste 0.5

ketchup 0.25

salsa 0.2;

param UnmetCosts:=

paste 2.0

ketchup 3.0

salsa 6.0;

AMPL Output:

Gurobi 6.0.0: optimal solution; objective 882.8125

113 simplex iterations

ampl: display production;

production [ketchup,*,*] (tr)
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: 1 2 3 :=

0 35 35 30

1 35 35 30

2 35 35 25

3 35 35 20

4 35 35 30

5 35 35 30

6 35 35 25

7 35 35 20

[paste,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 200 200 100

1 200 100 100

2 200 200 0

3 200 100 0

4 200 200 100

5 200 100 100

6 200 200 0

7 200 100 0

[salsa,*,*] (tr)

: 1 2 3 :=

0 5 5 15

1 5 13.3333 15

2 5 5 20

3 5 13.3333 11.6667

4 5 5 15

5 5 13.3333 15

6 5 5 20

7 5 13.3333 11.6667

;

E.2 AMPL Model:

set YearType ordered;

set ProductType;

set Components;

set CostType;

param NrOfPeriods;

param ProbabilityYearType{YearType};

param Demand{ProductType, YearType};

param Required{ProductType, Components};

param Available{Components};

param Extra{Components};

param ProdCosts{ProductType};

param HoldCosts{ProductType};

param UnmetCosts{ProductType};

param NrOfYearTypes := card(YearType);

set Scenarios := 0 .. NrOfYearTypes ** NrOfPeriods - 1;
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set Periods := 1..NrOfPeriods;

param PScenario{s in Scenarios} := 1/(card(YearType)^(NrOfPeriods));

param YearT{t in Periods, s in Scenarios} :=

((s div NrOfYearTypes ** (t-1)) mod NrOfYearTypes) + 1;

param SPrime{t in Periods, s in Scenarios} := (s+NrOfYearTypes^(t-1)) mod card(Scenarios);

param production{ProductType};

var surplus{i in ProductType, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}>=0;

var shortage{i in ProductType, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}>=0;

var additional{c in Components, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}>=0;

minimize Total_Costs:

sum{i in ProductType,t in Periods, s in Scenarios}

PScenario[s]*(ProdCosts[i]*production[i] + HoldCosts[i]*surplus[i,t,s] + UnmetCosts[i]*shortage[i,t,s])

+ sum{c in Components, t in Periods, s in Scenarios}PScenario[s]*(Extra[c]*additional[c,t,s]);

subject to Starting_Production{i in ProductType, s in Scenarios}:

(production[i] - surplus[i,1,s] + shortage[i,1,s]

- Demand[i,member(YearT[1,s], YearType)]) = 0 ;

subject to Product_Demand{i in ProductType, t in 2..NrOfPeriods, s in Scenarios}:

(production[i] - surplus[i,t,s] + shortage[i,t,s]

- Demand[i,member(YearT[t,s], YearType)] + surplus[i,t-1,s]) = 0 ;

subject to Requirements_Restrictions{t in Periods, s in Scenarios, c in Components}:

sum{i in ProductType}Required[i,c]*production[i] - additional[c,t,s] <= Available[c];

AMPL Data:

set YearType = good bad;

set ProductType = paste ketchup salsa;

set Components = labor tomatoes sugar spice;

param NrOfPeriods = 3;

param ProbabilityYearType :=

good .5

bad .5;

param production:=

paste 150

ketchup 35

salsa 13;

param Demand: good bad :=

paste 200 100

ketchup 40 30

salsa 20 5;

param Required: labor tomatoes sugar spice :=

paste 0.5 1.0 0 0.25

ketchup 0.8 0.5 0.5 1.0

salsa 1.0 0.5 1.0 3.0;
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param Available:=

labor 200

tomatoes 250

sugar 300

spice 100;

param Extra:=

labor 2.0

tomatoes 0.5

sugar 1.0

spice 1.0;

param ProdCosts:=

paste 1.0

ketchup 1.5

salsa 2.5 ;

param HoldCosts:=

paste 0.5

ketchup 0.25

salsa 0.2 ;

param UnmetCosts:=

paste 2.0

ketchup 3.0

salsa 6.0;

AMPL Output:

Gurobi 6.0.0: optimal solution; objective 958.5375

6 simplex iterations


